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Emsisoft Anti-Malware
The ultimate weapon against all Internet threats.

Feature highlights
Antivirus & Anti-Malware
Scans faster with two detection engines than most
products do with just one.
Four-layered real-time protection
Surf Protection, Dual Engine File Guard, Behavior Blocker
and Anti-Ransomware ensure optimum protection.
Easy to use interface
A simple yet eﬃcient anti-malware that completely
protects your digital life.
Removal of Potentially Unwanted Programs
PUPs are not dangerous per se, but come bundled with
annoying ads and toolbars that slow down your
computer. You can tell Emsisoft Anti-Malware to remove
those for you.

Dual engine

4 protection layers

Surf Protection
Blocks access to known fraudulent and
dangerous websites to avoid phishing and
accidental malware downloads.

300.000
new threats
every day

Real-time File Guard
Constantly scans all downloaded and
executed ﬁles, using two scanners and more
than 10 million detection patterns.

Behavior Blocker + Anti-Ransomware
Prevents new, sophisticated malware
attacks that others can’t protect you from –
optimized against zero-day attacks and
ransomware behavior.

100% Performance
Emsisoft Anti-Malware is designed to use as few
computing resources as possible while ensuring
highest detection rates.

www.emsisoft.com

Plus: Online Banking Protection
Keeps fraudsters away from your
money by hardening your browser
software.

Your safe PC
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Multiple Test Winner
AV-Comparatives is one of the few independent testing
organizations who devote time and eﬀort into executing
thousands of the most dangerous real-world malware
samples to determine which antivirus products can
eﬀectively protect against them.
Emsisoft constantly ranks exceptionally well in these
tests – and in many others.
Latest awards: www.anti-malware-reviews.com

2016

MAY 2017

17 x highest
possible rank

3 x Top Rated

AV-Test Certiﬁed

17 x 100%

The Emsisoft Advantage
Customer Focus

Customer Security

Customer Integrity

Receive personal assistance in emergency
situations instead of anonymous support
forms that might not get a reply.

Emsisoft doesn't customer security for
convenience. That's why Emsisoft AntiMalware was designed according to
maximum security guidelines.

Treating customers in an honest and
respectful manner is the foundation of
sustainable business. Emsisoft doesn’t
share your data and doesn’t betray
customers for a quick proﬁt.

Emsisoft is a premium software vendor
and oﬀers a malware removal guarantee.

Emsisoft’s vision: a malware-free world
It’s a place where home and business computer security is engineered
to perfection.
It means software that eﬀectively detects new threats before your
computer is compromised.
It proves innovative Anti-Malware that is eﬃcient, powerful, unobtrusive
and minimalistic.
It does its job perfectly – keeping your digital world safe – and leaves the
computer’s power where it belongs: with you.

www.emsisoft.com

